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Abstract. Worldwide, cities grapple with the expectation of putting the brakes on climate change. Before acting, smart districts often serve as a testing bed for strategies towards carbon-neutrality. If effective, scale-up agendas at city-level are formulated. Smart districts are touted for their sustainability lever, as their core rationale is encouraging residents to use ‘smart energy technologies’ which increase efficiency or integrate renewable energy sources. The primary focus of these districts is on technical implementations of available sustainability services instead of orienting their service-portfolio around citizens. The result is a mismatch of supply and demand of sustainability-inducing services. We take in a customer journey perspective when searching for literature and conducting qualitative interviews. Results reveal a framework for mapping service touchpoints into citizen journeys. The framework is meant to benefit district planners to tailor their service selection to meet their citizens’ needs and exploit the district’s sustainability potential at the citizen interface.
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1 Introduction

With over two-thirds of humanity living in cities by 2050, urban areas are constantly stretching and growing [1]. Providing a home for these masses of people has its price: Cities currently account for nearly 70% of the global energy demand [2] and produce approximately 80% of greenhouse gas emissions [3]. On this background, cities are a major lever to combat climate change [4]. As cities represent complex wired systems, smart city planners, public administrations, and governance stakeholders often design sustainability initiatives by focusing on urban integral subsystems: Smart and sustainable districts (SSDs) [5–11]. SSDs are based on advanced technologies and perform “in a forward-looking way in economy, people, governance, mobility, environment, energy […] that ensures benefits for [all], in particular a high quality of life for every citizen” [12]. Stated differently, in SSDs, advanced digital technologies enable sustainable services, triggering citizens’ consciousness for sustainable living.
and improving their liveability [13–15]. Urban planners often focus too much on the SSD itself or technical implementations of services resulting in citizens not being properly involved and, subsequently, not using the services provided [13, 16]. Citizens are more likely to accept sustainable services and technologies of their SSD if they feel involved and match their needs [17]. To pursue sustainability-related goals effectively, the services of an SSD should be built upon citizens’ needs [17, 18]. Although great importance is attributed to the participation and involvement of citizens, it has only been considered to a limited extent within recent smart city projects [19–21]. In this vein, citizens can be interpreted as customers of a city [22], expecting individual, high-quality, transparent, and innovative services based on digital technologies [23]. Knowing their customers allows service vendors to adjust their products and pricing strategies to a higher number of users and thus optimize their profits [24, 25]. Better services increase customer satisfaction, service acceptance and improve the quality of life [18]. According to Marsal-Llacuna and Segal [26], citizens’ needs are not adequately determined, so more technologies and services than necessary are deployed. To improve the usage, deployment, and acceptance of SSD services and consequently improve consciousness for sustainable living [11, 27], it is necessary to structure the needs of citizens [28]. Customer journeys are established tools to analyze and understand customer experiences (CX) [29, 30]. Originating from corporate contexts, transferring the customer journey to the SSD context may foster an improved understanding of citizens’ needs, aligned services, and high accessibility of identified touchpoints (TP). Overall, such a perspective would result in fostering the sustainability potentials of SSDs within cities.

Fellow researchers have already started to apply the concept of the customer journey to citizens [31, 32]. Recent approaches refer to single TPs between citizens and a limited set of transactional [31] or participatory budgeting services [32]. Yet, no approach provides a framework for the customer journey to be applied to an SSD from an integrated perspective comprising multiple services. Such a holistic framework would enable SSD planners and service providers to tailor service provision to individual citizen structures better and improve consciousness for sustainable living across citizens’ lifetimes. Hence, we state the following research question:

**How to apply the customer journey approach to citizens in smart and sustainable districts?**

We follow a three-stage research process based on Hosseini et al. [9] to answer our research question. First, by conducting a broad literature search on smart cities and districts, we gain a holistic understanding of the problem domain and identify a set of related services. We secondly develop an initial citizen journey framework by performing a structured literature search on customer relationship management and customer journey concepts. Third, after creating the initial framework, we evaluate our approach through semi-structured interviews with six experts and exemplary apply the framework to a particular citizen group identified in the SSD project Stadtquartier 2050 [33, 34]. Results extend the current state-of-the-art with a holistic framework consisting of different life stages and service offerings. Individual citizen journeys with TPs between citizens and services in SSDs can be mapped. Applied in practice, urban planners can increase the usage of services offered, facilitating the pursuit of SSD goals.
2 Theoretical Background

2.1 Smart and Sustainable Cities and Districts

Smart cities have a history going back to the 1990s, with the Silicon Valley being the first smart city [9]. Since then, smart cities have evolved globally and are currently 'en vogue' to address our grand challenges, including urbanization, climate change, social inequality, or economic difficulties [35–37]. In their evolvement, smart cities have been criticized for being too technocentric and contributing too little to attaining the United Nations sustainable development goals (SDGs) [38–40]. To address criticism, the concept of smart and sustainable cities (SSCs) evolved [7], reconciling sustainability and advanced technologies [4, 38, 41]. Yigitcanlar and Cugurullol [42] define an SSC as an urban environment comprising elements with sustainable practices (e.g., smart energy consumption), supported by technologies, community, and policy, creating desired outcomes sustainably. Table 1 presents the conceptual framework of Antwi-Afari et al. [43], who list dimensions in the first column where SSCs might leverage digital technologies to attain sustainable development. Currently, the digital technologies put in place in these dimensions were primarily installed in a top-down approach: Technologies were put in place without considering citizens’ values and needs [44, 45], resulting in inefficient use of respective technologies and the services they offer. However, installing technologies in a bottom-up approach is not the ultimate remedy since a plethora of stakeholders may be involved. Each of them brings their preference to the table [12] (e.g., demographic diversity, the multitude of political and non-political influences, or pursuit of different goals), which might not suit urban planning goals [46]. Hence, urban planners often turn to districts as testbeds to pilot and tare bottom-up approaches.

SSDs are integral subsystems of SSCs but with reduced stakeholder relationships and, thus, complexity [9, 12, 47]. Due to the reduction in complexity, not all SSC dimensions of Antwi-Afari et al. [43] are equally relevant in SSDs. Table 1 gives a literature-backed overview of the relevance of these dimensions on district levels.

Table 1. Smart city dimensions [43] and their relevance at district levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SSC dimension [43]</th>
<th>Relevance at SSDs</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[35, 43, 48–51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>[18, 35, 43, 45, 48, 51, 52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[5, 7, 35, 43, 50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>[35, 43, 48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>[35, 41, 43, 48–50, 53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>[35, 43, 48, 53]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dimensions people, economy, and governance can be excluded as they tend to be better implemented to a whole city rather than at a district level. The dimension people describes a society that improves creativity and fosters innovation in which people have access to digital education, and people work in technologies-enabled working. In line,
social policies are implemented to attract, motivate, and retain talented people. Furthermore, governance includes services that link the public, citizens, and civil organizations across a city to function as one transparent organism. This impacts the economy dimension of a city, which drives innovation and new business models in a city, integrating it into national and global markets.

By providing services and policies in the highlighted dimensions, SSDs can sustain themselves as essential parts within SSCs [12, 47, 54]. In each dimension, various service domains exist, which are served by various service vendors, as detailed in the following.

2.2 Citizen-centered Services in SSDs

The contribution of SSDs to a city’s SDG attainment heavily depends on citizens accepting and using respective district services [16]. Therefore, it is necessary to provide an SSD-suitable set of services. This requires the consideration of a top-down and a bottom-up perspective. The top-down perspective determines the services offered by governance or service vendors purchased by citizens as customers from this marketplace represented by SSD vendors [19]. As only services included in the SSD dimensions can be offered in a district, the SSD dimensions can be used to determine a potential service set offered by service vendors. In each SSD dimension, various service domains exist and each domain contains a variety of service. Based on the smart city framework of Neirotti et al. [48] and the SSD dimensions, we identify relevant service domains. The dimension mobility includes the service domains transport & city logistics and mobility. In the area of living, services in the service domains of entertainment, culture, and buildings are offered. The dimension environment comprises energy and natural resource services. The bottom-up perspective assures that citizens’ service needs are met [55]. Citizens are characterized as problem owners who use well-positioned services and contribute to technology innovations [16]. To this end, citizens have heterogeneous demands [56], rooted in their individual, basic needs [57]. Scholars have summarized citizens’ needs in urban areas [e.g., 58, 59]. Zhang et al. [58] identified indicators for the respective hierarchy levels of needs [57] that services in a smart city should address. Mityagin et al. [59] divided citizens’ needs into seven categories at a city level. Considering only needs at the district level, it can be stated that the services offered should address citizens’ basic needs (e.g., housing, safety), social needs (e.g., education, society), transport needs (e.g., public transport), demand benefits (e.g., self-care, goods), and leisure needs (e.g., entertainment, sport).

To select services that are offered and consumed in an SSD, it is beneficial to combine both perspectives (they can be offered in an SSD, and they fulfill a need of citizens and thus are used). Considering this, we generate a holistic set of services for SSDs without any claim to completeness (see Table 2). Therefore, we narrow the basis of services provided in smart cities [28, 48, 60–63] according to SSD dimensions [c.f., 43] and citizens’ demands arising from their needs [c.f. 58, 59].
Table 2. The preliminary set of services in SSDs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Domain</th>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Contribution to SDG Targets [40]</th>
<th>Supporting Literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transport &amp; City Logistics</td>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>3.6; 7.1; 7.2; 7.3; 9.1; 11.2; 11.6</td>
<td>[43, 58, 59, 61, 62, 64–67]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Road Schedule</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>Carsharing</td>
<td>3.6; 7.1; 7.2; 7.3; 9.1; 11.2; 11.6</td>
<td>[32, 58, 59, 65, 68–76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bike &amp; E-Scooter Sharing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electric Vehicle Charging</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>Events</td>
<td>11.3; 11.4; 11.7</td>
<td>[58, 59, 77, 78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nightlife</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Green &amp; Public Spaces</td>
<td>11.3; 11.4; 11.7; 12.b</td>
<td>[5, 58, 59, 62, 79, 80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Interaction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buildings</td>
<td>District Management</td>
<td>6.4; 6.b; 7.1; 7.2; 7.3; 7.3; 7.a; 9.1; 11.3; 11.6; 12.2</td>
<td>[58, 59, 61, 62, 81–85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facility Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smart Window Shading</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smart Security</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Smart Energy Supply</td>
<td>3.6; 7.1; 7.2; 7.3; 7.a; 9.1; 11.3; 11.6; 12.2</td>
<td>[58, 59, 62, 83, 86–93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smart Grid Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Resources</td>
<td>Smart Waste Management</td>
<td>3.9; 6.3; 6.4; 6.b; 11.6; 12.2; 12.5</td>
<td>[48, 58, 59, 62, 94–98]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smart Water Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Applying the Rationale of Customer Journeys to Citizen Journeys

Organizations must understand their customers to comprehensively meet their needs in a corporate context and adjust their offers accordingly [29]. Otherwise, they could not sustain on the market [99]. To gain a sound understanding of their customers, companies cluster them and analyze each cluster’s journey, TPs, and overall CX, yielding targeted services [29, 100]. TPs are the interface between customers and service providers, serving to exchange messages between or granting access to stimuli [101]. The sum of activities passing through this interface generates a CX that embraces emotional, behavioral, and social impacts and result in a certain level of customer satisfaction [30]. To analyze the impact of a single service on the CX, customer journeys systematically depict all TPs between a customer and an organization, product, or service [31, 32]. Using the customer journey, organizations map TPs and respective CXs in a pre-purchase, purchase, and post-purchase phase [30].

Citizens residing in SSDs can also be seen as customers provided with services [22]. In that sense, the logic of customer journeys may be transferred to yield positive CXs. Scholta et al. [31] define the citizen journey as an illustration of the TPs that citizens have with a service in a city. An appropriate service provision increases citizens’ satisfaction, improves the quality of life, and enhances the target pursuit of SSDs [18, 102]. Scholars have already started exploring citizen journeys given these opportunities [31, 32]. However, current approaches are limited to a set of service-dependent TPs focusing on transactional [31] or participatory budgeting services [32]. Therefore,
current versions of citizen journeys do not offer a holistic perspective on the multitude of services provided in an SSD.

Existing citizen journeys do not take the different life stages of the citizen and the concomitant changes into account. With changing age and life stages, the service demand of citizens and the corresponding TPs evolve. On top of that, citizens can use a wide range of fundamentally different services simultaneously that outmaneuvers the capabilities of contemporary citizen journey approaches and definitions (e.g., photovoltaic systems and waste management). Consequently, we expand the definition of Scholta et al. [31] and define the citizen journey in SSD context as follows: “The citizen journey comprises all TPs between provided services within an SSD and a citizen throughout his/her lifetime.” On this background, we now develop a citizen journey framework.

3 Method

Citizens, services, and their interactions in SSD contexts are the core of our analysis. We conduct design science research as proposed by Hevner et al. [103]. To compose and evaluate the citizen journey framework, we proceeded in a three-stage process, as exemplary suggested by Hosseini et al. [9] and summarized in Figure 1. In the following, we elaborate on each stage in detail.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 1: Understanding</th>
<th>Stage 2: Development</th>
<th>Stage 3: Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal</strong></td>
<td><strong>Stage 2: Development</strong></td>
<td><strong>Stage 3: Evaluation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Gain a holistic understanding of the citizens’ needs in smart and sustainable districts</td>
<td>• Model a preliminary literature-based citizen journey framework</td>
<td>• Validate, refine, and exemplary implement the citizen journey framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performed Stage</strong></td>
<td><strong>Performed Stage</strong></td>
<td><strong>Performed Stage</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Broad literature search on smart and sustainable cities, smart and sustainable districts, and citizens’ needs</td>
<td>✓ Structured literature search on customer journey and citizens journey approaches to conceptualize the citizen journey</td>
<td>✓ Analysis of 6 conducted semi-structured interviews with experts and incorporation of the results into the framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Identification of a suitable solution concept</td>
<td>✓ Synthesis of the previous results into a citizen journey framework through discussions within the research team</td>
<td>✓ Exemplary application of the refined framework to the smart and sustainable district project “Stadtquartier 2050”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** Practical stages applied in accord to Hosseini et al. [9]

**Understanding.** This stage aims at obtaining a generic understanding of SSDs, including citizens and services, yielding a framework to display the customer journey as a suitable solution concept. We conducted an unstructured, broad literature search in the databases ScienceDirect, Springer Link, and AIS eLibrary with different search terms (e.g., smart city, sustainability, citizen). To refine the 7,960 results, we included papers published in the last five years reflecting the increasing sustainability trend and the UN’s 2030 Agenda and excluded papers from domains not primarily relevant for districts (e.g., medicine, agriculture, or mathematics). We screened titles and abstracts of the remaining 2137 paper regarding their reference to services, citizens, and interaction at TPs. We read the remaining 127 papers in full text, identifying an initial set of 18 services from 48 papers representing citizens’ needs in SSDs.

**Development.** In a structured literature search [104, 105], we explored the concept of customer journeys to verify their applicability to the SSD context. Our search string comprised the identified core constructs gained from the first stage:
(“customer journey” OR “customer relationship management”) AND “citizen” AND (“service” OR “information systems”) AND (“smart” OR “sustainable”) AND (“city” OR “district”). Using the already identified databases and filtering the total hits of 803 using pre-defined selection criteria, the search yielded 237 papers on customer journeys or customer TP management-related topics. While selecting suitable papers, we aimed to receive contemporary papers focusing on citizen-centric or customer relationship management approaches within the last five years. 27 papers served as a suitable knowledge foundation for establishing the generic citizen journey. Given this knowledge foundation, we iteratively derived the citizen journey framework through discussions within the research team. In doing so, we also followed Rosenbaum et al. [106] and combined our literature searches from both stages. The preliminary framework comprises two relevant dimensions: service and time. We composed the service dimension with the 18 services identified in the first stage and derived the time dimension from existing life cycle models from the literature [e.g., 107–114].

Evaluation. Practical validation is paramount for our citizen journey framework to ensure applicability and external validity. We validated and refined the citizen journey in the third stage with semi-structured interviews [115] and exemplarily applied the framework to the publicly funded SSD project Stadtquartier 2050 [34]. First, we conducted six semi-structured interviews with three researchers from SSC and SSD domain (#1-3), one customer relationship management expert (#4), and two urban service providers (#5-6). Each interview lasted between 35 and 50 minutes. We analyzed the interviews conducted and our field notes taken during the interviews [115] and performed a thematic analysis in line with Braun et al. [116]. Thereby, we focused on validating our dimensions, the practical applicability, and suggestions for improvement concerning our service set and the life stages. We reflected, completed, and improved the framework with the information gained. To reconcile the practical and theoretical insights, we secondly applied the framework to one SSD of the publicly funded project Stadtquartier 2050, which goal is to supply the residents of two SSDs in the two German cities Stuttgart and Überlingen, with climate-neutral energy in a socially acceptable way [34]. Thereby, we built upon the four citizen groups identified within Stadtquartier 2050 [33, 34] to combine first-hand insights gained from the project [11] with an in-depth understanding of our citizen journey framework. We focused on one specific citizen group and developed a detailed citizen journey with project-related services and TPs using the refined framework at hand.

4 The Citizen Journey Framework

4.1 Development

To design the citizen journey, we followed the seminal work of Rosenbaum et al. [106] on customer journey designs. A citizen’s journey has two dimensions: The vertical axis maps cross-functional activities [106], which can be seen as customizable service offers in SSDs. The horizontal axis maps TPs in a process timeline [106]. Concerning the three purchase phases [30, 106], the TPs in a citizen journey can be categorized into
three phases: A pre-habitation, habitation, and post-habitation. The *pre-habitation phase* starts with a trigger leading to the citizen informing themselves about various SSD and housing options, evaluating them according to their criteria, and deciding about moving into an SSD. The *habitation phase* starts with moving in, during which the citizen has TPs with a multitude of services in the SSD. After moving out, the *post-habitation phase* begins. In this phase, the citizen still has lingering TPs with certain services arising from subsequent long-term service utilizations like the cancelation of energy contracts. The move-out marks the beginning of a new citizen’s journey in another city or district. During the whole citizen journey, the citizen has multiple CXs emerging during service-specific customer journeys, which aggregated represent the citizens’ experience during the journey. For example, a citizen’s experience when using a carsharing service as a customer in an SSD (carsharing CX) can define their overall experience in the SSD. Previous experiences and future expectations influence the current citizens’ expectations and experience in following citizen journeys in the same SSD and others. The citizen experience is a crucial factor that impacts the citizens’ satisfaction and thus acceptance of further services. Figure 2 conceptualizes the citizen journey and the respective CX, building on and enhancing existing customer journey constructs [30].

![Figure 2. Citizen journey and experience based on Lemon et al. [30]](image_url)

A framework needs to represent concepts and practices to understand a research field [117]. Hence, our framework has to include relevant dimensions of the citizen journey. Our citizen journey framework is two-dimensional, comprising a vertically displayed service dimension and a horizontally displayed time dimension, representing the scaffold of the citizen journey.

**Service dimension.** A suitable framework should contain all available or potentially relevant services that can be offered and satisfy citizens’ needs. Since cities vary in their characteristics, forms, strategies, and policies while dealing with problems and challenges [118, 119], district planners conclude different contracts with different service providers, resulting in different service selections for citizens among various SSDs. As a result, the initial service set is elaborated in Section 2.2 as the vertical axis needs to be tailored before application in the respective SSD.
**Time dimension.** Demands change with different life stages, and thus, citizen journeys vary over time. Accordingly, the pre-habitation phase starts in different life stages, and following, citizens go through different life stages in their habitation and post-habitation phases, both comprising the horizontal axis. Life stages constitute a subdivision of the three habitation phases and can overlap or be mutually exclusive and partially or absent from a person’s biological, social, and professional life [111]. These life stages need to be adapted to the citizen or citizen group considered since no fixed sequence of the individual life stages exists. As there is no holistic set of citizens’ life stages in literature, we examine generic models of the entire life cycle [111, 113, 114], marital status [107, 108, 110], as well as psychological aspects and behavioral patterns [108, 114] to derive citizen-relevant life stages. Table 3 summarizes the derived set of life stages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Life Stages</th>
<th>Supporting Literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1 Leaving parental home</td>
<td>[108, 113, 120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Entering the world of work</td>
<td>[109, 113]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 Partnership</td>
<td>[109, 112]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4 Marriage</td>
<td>[107, 112]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5 Career</td>
<td>[108]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L6 Parents of children (young, grown, adult)</td>
<td>[107, 110, 112]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7 Self-realization</td>
<td>[108]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L8 Separation or divorce</td>
<td>[109]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9 Pension</td>
<td>[112]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L10 Death or widowhood</td>
<td>[107, 110]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We propose three steps (I-III) that evolved throughout our research process to populate the citizen journey with citizen-centric service TP. These steps should be continuously reperformed to match service demand and offer since they are in constant flux.

(I) **Know your future personas.** Urban planners can categorize citizens into different groups, for example, based on their technical affinity, social status, income, and demographic characteristics [33]. Based on the demographic characteristics of the future personas, the horizontal time axis can be adapted. For this purpose, data on the life course of similar citizen groups can be considered. In addition, the vertical axis must also be adjusted by listing the current service offering and potential new services that can be embraced in the SSD.

(II) **Create individual citizen journeys for your personas.** Urban planners and service providers can create individual citizen journeys within the framework for each group of citizens. Thereby, existing data of citizen groups similar to the personas can be examined to forecast the habitation phases and service usage in each life stage. Also, planners can analyze how citizens are constrained and what services can counteract these constraints. The associated TPs can be drawn in the framework based on the predicted service usage. The TPs can vary in nature, representing different channel categories through which citizen and service interact (e.g., digital, physical, or hybrid
TPs). Furthermore, several providers of one service can exist, and thus several potential TPs between citizens and a service offered from different vendors can be included within the citizen journey.

**III Identify the appropriate service offer.** Once citizen journeys have been created for each future persona, they can be merged. Personas are prioritized based on their prevalence in the SSD to identify service preferences and frequently occurring TPs. Once a meaningful collection of services has been determined, each service’s appropriate channels to further increase the willingness to use the services can be deliberated.

Figure 3 serves as an exemplary application of the citizen journey framework to the persona “Energy Economics” identified in the Stadtquartier 2050 project [33, 34].

**Figure 3. Citizen journey for the Stadtquartier 2050 persona “Energy Economics” [33, 34]**

### 4.2 Evaluation

We validated our citizen journey framework with six expert interviews. Within the interviews, we emphasized the evaluation of the two dimensions of the framework, its practical applicability for urban planners, and the value-added for citizens. Therefore, the experts were asked to argue on the one hand from an urban planner or service provider perspective and on the other hand from a citizen perspective. After every interview has been conducted and the notes have been incorporated, the completeness, comprehensibility, practical applicability, and benefit for urban planners and citizens of the citizen journey framework were validated.

Feedback in the interviews pointed to three major changes: 1) Revision of the services, 2) concretization of citizen journey concepts, and 3) integration of methodological guidance for practitioners. 1) Expert #1 noted that our initial sets of services need modifications to improve the completeness and requested to include social interaction, district management, and smart security services. Additionally,
Expert #1 suggested removing the former service smart lightning since it is more likely on a city level. All other experts validated our initial services set as a suitable basis after the adjustment made after the first interview, but without claiming completeness. 2) In evaluating the comprehensibility, Expert #6 pointed to the importance for urban planners to know their (future) citizens, especially since service demands could change during the life phases. One expert stated that a one-size-fits-it-all approach to a citizen journey is not applicable for every SSD. Expert #2 and #4 emphasized that both dimensions of service and time need to be adapted carefully to the nature of the SSD and its citizens when composing one specific citizen journey. If this is ensured, all experts perceive the framework as suitable for the problem stated in the introduction. Accordingly, we have extended our framework by describing that the citizen journey must be designed for all identified future personas in an SSD. 3) Experts #5 and #6 suggested improving practical applicability by providing more guidance in the composition of the citizen journey. Since urban planners and urban service providers often lack a citizen-centric mindset, it is crucial to elaborate on steps necessary to populate the citizen journey. We synthesized the three main steps applicable for each SSD and provided a brief description of each.

On top of these three major changes, we introduced a categorization of TPs (digital, physical, or hybrid). While applying the framework to one particular Stadtquartier 2050 citizen group [33], we recognized TPs vary in their implementation (e.g., digital TPs in a mobile district app vs. physical TPs in face-to-face meetings during the apartment handover). This enhances the expressiveness of the citizen journey since service providers could (re-)evaluate TPs depending on the citizen group at hand.

## 5 Discussion

This work theoretically contributes to research in three domains. In the SSD domain, we contribute by extending existing theories on citizens in SSD by introducing habitation phases and life stages to structure the life of a citizen. Mapping the life of a citizen through the life stages and habitation phases could serve future sociological approaches in SSD and SSC research. To the research of citizen-centered services, we provide an initial set of services that can be offered in an SSD based on the SSD dimensions. The service set enables the improvement of consciousness for sustainable living and pursuit of the SDGs. SSD scholars can use the set as an initial service foundation in SSDs. Our framework also extends the body of knowledge in customer relationship management domain by enhancing the customer journey and respective CX to conceptualize the citizen journey. Additionally, this work provides a suitable framework for conceptualizing the citizen journey in SSDs, usable in further SSD, SSC, or customer journey research, and urban planners in practice.

The practical implication of our work is three-fold. First, urban planners can use our framework to develop a citizen journey systematically. We also provide a specific example by applying the framework to one particular citizen group of the Stadtquartier 2050 SSD project. This could improve the service offering since urban service providers can identify arising demands or missing service opportunities. Second, urban
planners can actively communicate an overview of all available services to the citizen within the SSD, given a realized customer journey. Hence, citizens could be more aware or better informed and use services that foster a sustainable-conscious living more often. Third, our expert interviews indicate that urban planners and service providers need to gain a detailed perspective of their (future) customers within the SSD, namely the citizens. This includes a comprehensive understanding of their (future) service demands and the resulting interdependencies with the SDG pursuit.

Despite rigorously developing and validating the citizen journey framework, our work has limitations. First, we cannot claim our selected services and life stages to be exhaustive. Both dimensions have to be adjusted individually for each SSD. Fellow researchers could use our results to develop an overarching list of potential services and life stages within SSDs. Second, we only validated the framework through six interviews with German experts. Future research could improve the external validity by conducting further interviews with experts from diverse backgrounds and urban regions and applying the citizen journey within SSDs. In addition, further research could develop a holistic set of citizen groups for SSDs and apply our citizen journey framework to these to examine the difference in service preferences. Third, our research aimed to create a helpful tool that enables SSD planners and service providers to tailor service provision to individual citizen groups. Given the scholarly nature of this manuscript, it is necessary to deliberate further formats presenting how to apply the citizen journey framework in practice. To further improve the practical applicability, one future way could be to analyze potential barriers and hurdles perceived by different SSD stakeholders in applying the citizen journey framework.

6 Conclusion

SSDs are an essential lever in the fight against climate change and the pursuit of sustainable development. To foster sustainability, however, the services offered need to be accepted by the citizens. We take in a customer journey perspective in SSDs when searching for literature and conducting qualitative interviews. In this regard, we provide a framework for urban planners to understand their citizens better and tailor services to their needs by mapping service TPs into citizen journeys. Results highlight the importance of considering citizens in the planning process. Our framework can leverage SSD’s full sustainability potential at the citizen interface by fostering sustainability-conscious living of citizens and, thereby, meaningfully restraints the vast energy demand from growing urban areas.
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